Abstract: Recent research on translation memories and machine translation technologies tends to focus on technical issues only, falsely abstracting the technologies from the many different social situations in which they are ostensibly to be used. At the same time, the revolutionary promise of the systems with learning potential is that they will improve output only with widespread use, and thus only through the involvement of different groups of social users. In principle, humanistic research is well positioned to investigate and communicate between the various users, with awareness of different kinds of social actors, collaborative workflows, text types, and translation purposes. If knowledge on those variables can be fed back into the technical research and development, humanistic research could play a key role in enhancing not only the social impact of the technologies, but also their democratization.

Translation is increasingly carried out using translation memory systems (TM) that incorporate machine translation (MT), thus giving TM/MT systems. The MT component in most contemporary systems is moreover statistical or data-based, in addition to various more narrowly linguistic algorithms. These technologies can be associated with many changes in the way people produce and use translations. For the perspective adopted in this paper, however, the most important features are the following:

1. In principle, the more you use data-based TM/MT, the better the output delivered by the system. This is what we are calling the “learning” dimension.
2. In principle, the greater the online accessibility of TM/MT systems (“in the cloud” or on data bases external to the user), the greater the number of potential users and the wider the range of users.

These two features are clearly related in that the greater the public accessibility, the greater the potential use, and the greater the likelihood of improved performance. In short, these features support each other and could constitute something like a revolution.
not so much in the translation technologies themselves, but in the social use and function of translation.

This paper will explore some of the possibilities for research in and on this sea-change. Our basic argument is that the revolutionary potential of the technologies can only be realized if they connect with significantly developed human skill sets. That is, if accessibility is to become use which becomes productivity and quality, a very wide range of people are going to have to help connect those dots. This is because, in order to render translations that are easily usable, these systems still require either pre-editing of texts to be translated or post-editing after completion of the translation. That is, they require human skills that are not only mostly ignored in the technical literature, but have been the object of very little empirical research and have yet to connect seriously with the training of language professionals.

If we are right, there is a lot to be done, and the people who have to do it are not all technicians.

**What we know so far**

Let us assume that there are basically three research communities involved here. The first would be the people actually developing technologies in private companies. The second group would comprise the engineers, linguists, and increasingly mathematicians who do research within university environments, with some crossovers and joint projects with industry. The third group, often forgotten or simply not taken seriously, would then be university researchers more firmly within the humanities, usually with backgrounds in theoretical linguistics, communication studies, language teaching, or translation. This third group is our main concern here. It is special because, first, its main contribution to the other groups is supposedly through the provision of training: they are the ones closest to institutions paid to train the translators of the future, and their teaching activities should ideally constitute a bridge between the language of developers and the needs of users. When the training is irrelevant or the communication channels break down, then the humanistic academics are failing in their main tasks. Yet this group is also important because, as we shall argue here, they are the ones best positioned to investigate the human aspects of translation technology, including precisely the features that might make the technology revolutionary.

Within the first two communities, research on translation technologies has generally been on technical, linguistic, and quality issues, almost always overlooking the human and training aspects. As Andy Way (2009: 17) argues, the developers of data-based MT, whether in industry or the technical side of the academy, typically “do not seek to address any community other than their own, for they do not feel any need to do so.” Way is primarily talking here about the lack of communication within the first two communities, particularly between different groups of TM/MT researchers. Needless to say, there has been even less concern with addressing the third research community, the “soft” linguists and trainers, who have themselves long abandoned any hope of understanding what is happening in the MT systems as such.

There is nevertheless a sizeable body of research that has been conducted on the human dimension of TM/MT. This has tended to be carried out by humanistic academics, basically as interested followers of the technical developments, mostly without concern for new training needs. Here we focus in the research that has been carried out by this loose third group, specifically with respect to 1) the use of translation memories, 2) the use of machine translation within translation memories, and 3) workflows that can be considered non-professional or “collaborative”.
Our quick survey here is neither exhaustive nor carefully representative. Yet it might be indicative of some general trends, a few general problems, and perhaps even a handful of pointers for the way forward.

Research on the use of TMs

The first studies on the actual use of translation memories tended to be abstract lists of advantages and disadvantages (Webb 1998, Freigang 1998). Reports of productivity gains were made but varied widely, ostensibly because of the many different variables involved: up to 70% (O’Brien 1998), 30% on average (Somers 2003), or between 2% and 16% (Dragsted 2004) (cf. Yamada 2011). Numerous doubts have since been raised about the quality of outgoing translations (Bédard 2000, Bowker 2005, García 2010a), about the cognitive effects of forced segmentation (Dragsted 2004), about translation memories propagating errors (Austermühl 2006, Ribas 2007), and more generally about communication that occurs without reference to the communication participants (Pym 1999, 2003a, 2003b, 2004). Some of this discourse might be seen as resistance on the part of those academics who have a deep long-term allegiance to the previous technologies of book culture and the independently competent human translator. Such a characterization would not seem altogether fair, however, since there are many other kinds of projects underway. For example, Pym (1995, 2004) has argued that cheap, low-quality translations can play an ethically laudable social role. Or again, Yamada (2011) reports that productivity gains are significantly higher when a TM has literal translations, which may suggest that the more sophisticated procedures employed by highly trained translators become relatively unproductive in this environment. Not all academics defend the standards they were trained in.

Whatever the underlying ideologies, all these studies compare TMs with fully human translation, either explicitly or implicitly. They voice doubts that also circulate among the various communities of users: beyond the company hype, is there real evidence of productivity gains?; what has happened to quality in human terms?; who can tell us when and where TMs are truly beneficial?

The only really negative part of the story is that, after more than a decade of attempts, we have no firm answers to any of these questions.

Research on the use of TM/MT

An early evaluation of MT post-editing is Guerra Martínez (2003). A comparative evaluation of TM and MT is reported by Guerberof (2008, 2009), suggesting that MT may be more advantageous in certain situations. More recent evaluations include the “training” of MT databases by feeding in specialized terms and phraseology. From the edge of industry, Thicke (2011: 40) reports that “untrained MT is two times faster to post-edit than to translate from scratch; trained MT is three times faster; and trained MT with source control is four times faster”. The numbers are rough, and perhaps only valid for a handful of subjects, working on a particular text type, under certain conditions, and for a certain kind of quality expectation. One quickly cites the neat general findings and forgets about the many specific variables that produced them.

The method of evaluating translation technologies has been an issue for many years (Reinke 1999, Rico 2000, Gow 2003, García 2005, Fiederer and O’Brien 2009, Birch et al. 2010). There is general agreement that increased productivity is only part of the story. The BLEU algorithm (Papineni et al. 2002) has been used with some success but has also been criticized for excluding the human dimension (cf. Callison-Burch et
al. 2006). Post-editing time is preferred as an industry-relevant yardstick in Thicke (2011). The general issue of quality is problematic in most areas of Translation Studies, and remains so here. We return to this below.

Although the theoretical implications of TM for the training of translators have been mentioned for some time (Pym, 1999, 2003b, Austermühl 2001, 2006, Esselink 2000, 2002, Corpus Pastor and Varela Salinas 2003, Torres del Rey 2005), it seems that only O’Brien (2002) has looked at the specific pedagogical demands of post-editing, while some related but indirect insight can be drawn from Mossop’s (2001) work on revising and editing in general. TAUS (2010) presents results from a workshop on best practices in post-editing, which may be adapted to teaching purposes. Empirical research in teaching environments, with very short-term training in TM/MT, has found that initial use of TM/MT presents slight advantages over fully human translation (Pym 2009, García 2010a). We are aware of no research on the teaching of MT use.

Research on volunteer and collaborative translation

The use of TM/MT by non-professionals seems to be such a recent phenomenon that there is no fixed name for the practice. There has been considerable talk about “community translation”, “crowdsourcing”, “collaborative translation”, “untrained translation”, “paraprofessional translation”, user-generated translation”, or, when Common Sense Advisory just gave up and preferred tech-talk, “CT3” (standing for “community, crowdsourced and collaborative translation”) (cf. comments on all these terms in Pym 2011). Here we opt for the variant “volunteer translation”, since we assume that the fundamental difference at stake is the monetary payment received (or not received) by the translator. If a professional translator is one who receives monetary reward, then the opposite term should be “volunteer” (qualifying the person, not the action). Many of the alternative terms here seem shot through with activist ideologies, all of which are very well meant, and none of which highlight the most problematic ethical feature – who gets the money.

If the work of unpaid translators can be labeled this way, then the term “collaborative translation” can refer to workflows where volunteers intervene alongside professionals, presumably in different phases of the workflow.

Understood as such, collaborative translation can be traced back to Holz-Mänttäri (1984), who saw translators as “experts in intercultural communication” working to help experts in the various technical fields concerned. In 2001 an interesting pedagogical experiment was carried out between the faculties of Law and Translation at the University of Granada, where students from both faculties worked together on translation projects (Way 2003), thus creating a simulacrum of possible collaborative scenarios. The more recent technological aspects of collaborative translation workflows are reported on by Abeokawa et al. (2010), Lin et al. (2010) and Carson-Berndsen et al. (2010), as well as numerous media reports of success in cases like Facebook and Twitter. There is nevertheless little hard quantitative data on measures of productivity and quality. O’Hagan (2008) interestingly sees collaborative workflows as a new training environment. The potential impact of these workflows on the translation profession is assessed in García (2009, 2010b) and Pym (2010), but again without hard empirical data.

In sum, our three fields of interest here have been the object of increasing research in recent years, but only a few papers pay full attention to the human aspects, and next to nothing has been done on the new pedagogical demands.
Problems for the creation of knowledge

As might be apparent from this quick overview, humanistic researchers are neither indifferent nor entirely ignorant of the advances in translation technologies, and some of them have been asking interesting questions for quite some time. There are nevertheless a few fundamental problems involved whenever academics try to grapple with concerns that come from industry. Before trying to envisage a way forward, consider some of the difficulties we have to live with: institutional belatedness, limits in our scientific training, and fundamentally different approaches to quality.

Institutional belatedness

Sánchez-Gijón et al. (2010) and Torres-Hostench et al. (2010) offer initial reports on a large-scale empirical research project on TMs. Given that this was a four-year research project for which the funding application was probably written one year previously, we might assume that the conceptualization of the research occurred some five years prior to the first published reports. That sort of delay is quite normal in academia, at least in the humanities. At the same time, five years can be an eternity in TM/MT development: by the time the researchers have discovered how student translators actually interact with Trados (in the case of this particular project), that particular version of Trados has become outdated and real-world translators are negotiating integrated MT, hopefully with cheaper and more agile tools. The data risks being condemned as outdated as soon as it is published.

This relatively long problem-solution cycle should partly explain why a good many academic researchers tend to focus on problems that are more general and distanced from immediate application. When Yamada (2011) reports on the effects of using two different kinds of translation pairs, his question is as eternal as the binarisms of classical translation theory, going back to Cicero’s *ut orator* vs. *ut interpres*. The field of research is TM, but the problems and solutions address a millennial debate.

In a sense, academic institutions are academic precisely in order to reach that order of generality. Our institutions condemn us to it; we are not really able, and rarely financed, to produce the technologies of tomorrow, but we might be able to guess at how technologies develop in terms of decades, and how they can affect communication. Of course, such questions are usually too vague and too vast to interest industry, which is precisely why we are not in industry.

We don’t understand mathematics

Academics in the humanities might have a fighting chance when it comes to understanding linguistic algorithms; we should grasp the basics of probabilistic statistics; and we perhaps have fading memories of calculus and things like that. But we are not getting far with the kinds of statistics that have allowed data-based MT to advance. And it is time we admitted it.

As noted above, Way (2009) has broadly blamed the statistical MT community itself for not adequately explaining what it does. That may be the case. However, there is a disarming paradox within Way’s text itself. Perhaps out of despair with the ignorance of his peers, Way offers a succinct and very well-intentioned explanation of the basic models involved, using quite accessible mathematical notation (see in particular Way 2009: 26). Unfortunately the Translation Studies journal in which his text was published has six mathematical symbols missing from that explanation. A
copyeditor or editor was presumably so unaware of what was happening that the errors were not picked up and all we see are those blank white squares of non-codification. Better to admit that we (as writers or copyeditors) do not know what we don’t know, to let the developers do their developing, and to stick to the questions that are more properly ours. To which we return below.

Epistemologies of quality

As seen in our overview above, the question of quality is one of the main points at which many different roads diverge. For the people developing technologies, a mechanistic same-for-all test like the BLEU scores is objective and meaningful – they want to improve their performance scores on neutral metrics, and they are certainly right to do so. Quality, on this view, is a matter of comparing one set of products with another, and of doing so with respect to human-less performance (like when music is performed without an audience – to check that the notes are in the right order).

However, for the people providing language services, and indeed for any organization these days, quality is more clearly a question of having enough testing and control procedures in place. Quality ensues from regulated processes, on the precarious assumption that if the process is right, the products are bound to be right (cf. Chesterman 2004). If an algorithm produces something of inferior quality, then the solution is to identify the inferiority and root it out. Quality is reduced to quality control, and can be enhanced by multiplying the measures of control. True, this could formally resemble the processes by which data-based MT generates multiple possible translations then selects the most likely one, but there remains a difference between the application of algorithms and the essentially human quality control operative in companies and industry norms. In the company, what matters most is the amount of time invested, be it in learning curves, pre-editing, postediting, or making excuses to the client. In the technical metrics, time is not usually a variable.

On the other hand, for anyone in the humanities, quality is more likely to be a question of relative prestige (what discursive standards a text meets) and, more interestingly, what people want to do with a text (basic usability). Since the 1970s, translation theories have incorporated text types as a significant variable: different texts require different translation methods, to meet different kinds of discursive norms or ways of representing cultural otherness. Since the mid 1980s, translation theory has generally also recognized that the one text can be translated in different ways to suit different end purposes, thus turning the client and the actual use of the translation into significant variables affecting the translation process. This aspect is something that companies are intuitively aware of but only rarely incorporate into quality-control processes. It is something that mechanical quality metrics rigorously exclude. Hence the existence of huge areas where humanistic research might yet find something to say.

Planning a way forward

Our ultimate concern here is to map out the kind of research that academics in the humanities might best be able to tackle. As should be clear from the above, our position is not that the humanities should simply stop being human, forcing us all to do mathematical linguistics or build operative machines. We want to do research, but we want to keep it within the fields in which we might have some knowledge and relative expertise. Here are some suggestions.
If we are involved in experimental research, then the variables we might want to look at and combine are:

1. Subject variables (technical experience, language training, translator training, awareness of provenance of matches)
2. Work flows (pre-editing, multiple post-editing, collaboration between professionals and volunteers)
3. Time pressure
4. Text types
5. Translation instructions
6. TM/MT programs (different architectures, interfaces, types of memories, types of translations in memories)
7. Languages and directionalities.

We have put these in the order of what could be seen as decreasing importance. Subject variables are first because the possible revolution will depend on volunteer translators and others with minimal specialized training. Of course, this is also the variable with respect to which we might test the effects of specialized training. The effects and modes of pre-editing and post-editing are then of related importance, since there are many possible workflows involved, and many different situations in which one or the other may be more recommendable. The remaining variables are then perhaps of more specific interest: time pressure might connect with the different workflows, since the basic variable in question is time-on-task and its relation to productivity. Text types and translation instructions are then related to issues of quality, but there are so many possible text types and diverse translation functions that the findings here should respond to quite specific problems. The comparing of different TM/MT programs is then in penultimate place because, first, this is an industrial and commercial area subject to more hype than knowledge, and second, the programs change so quickly that their relative advantages and disadvantages are likely to be transitory. Language and directionalities are last because we assume that the statistical principles that work in one language pair will eventually work in all others, if and when the databases can be built up. At the same time, anything that can be done to test that naïve assumption, and to help build the databases by generating public or institutional interest, is more than welcome.

The variables have thus been ordered in a rough progression from the most general to the most specific, with our clear preference being for the variables at the more general pole. Note, though, that what is “general” here is also the pole that is most subjective, most oriented toward the peculiarities of people as social actors. This, again, is why we are in the humanities: our generality should strive to remain human, and to draw out the diversity of that condition.

It should be clear that any one of these variables can be combined with any other, or set of others. For example, we might choose to study novice vs. professional translators with respect to time pressure, or text types, or different instructions. Using this logic, there are numerous possible combinations, and the existing research has only scratched the surface. Young researchers should never believe “it has all been done”. For that matter, the existing research is on such small groups of subjects (we reckon that all the experiment groups combined total less than 400 subjects) that almost all the findings warrant checking by replication.
The measuring of many of these variables can these days be carried out either by traditional linguistics or, more interestingly, by the tools used in process research: think-aloud protocols, keystroke logging, screen recording, and eye-tracking (with stress measured by pupil dilation). There is a general movement of focus from product to process, from linguistics to cognitive science, but it might all still be within Translation Studies.

The one variable we have not mentioned here is quality. In a sense, criteria for quality are written into the “different translation instructions” and perhaps into “text type” (since there is a loose correlation between text type and expected function). However, the quality variable is more generally the thing to be discovered. That is, we change the text type, translation experience or whatever, and we observe the subsequent effects on the quality of the translation output. Exactly how one measures quality then depends on the aims of the experiment. Our personal preference is for a model of “effability” that assumes that everything can always be translated adequately for the purpose, if and when we have enough time to work on it (cf. Katz 1978: 205). We then measure the time necessary to pre-edit or perform multiple post-edits until adequate quality is deemed to have been obtained (as in Thicke 2011). This does not solve all the problems (post-editors are still subjective), but it does frame quality in terms pertinent not just to industry, but also to collaborative workflows in which volunteers and professionals both contribute. Indeed, in the project I am working on at the moment, the main initial hypothesis is that maximum efficiency comes from arrangements that combine the work of trained translators with the work of people trained in fields other than translation. I suspect that the subject-matter expertise of the latter group will complement the specific expertise of the trained translators.

Alongside the experiments, we are also in need of detailed observational studies. This is because, first, there are so many variables involved at different levels that only attentive qualitative research can really test their relations. Second, case studies are the only way to answer the more difficult questions about who (mis)understands whom, and who is ultimately profiting from new technologies. Whenever official discourse assures us that all is progress and all are benefitting, researchers should be able to base their critiques on more complex realities: we must seek and attempt to measure the communication gaps, before trying to bridge them.

Why carry out this kind of research? For academics, one of the main reasons is training, as we have said: we have to design and teach courses where students become proficient in the skill sets required for work with these technologies. A related interest is then purely theoretical: thanks to these technologies, it is possible that the basic concept of “translation” is changing, in ways that profoundly challenge several centuries of print culture. And a third interest should be critical: we at least have the liberty to ask a few hard questions that the technicians do not want to know about.

Of course, product designers will want us to tell them about the best kind of user interface and most efficient translation practices, and companies will ask us how little they should pay translators, in the interests of ever greater productivity. Those sorts of questions can indeed be addressed in our research, and what we find should of course be applied in industry, as far as possible. Our own aims, though, need not be restricted to finding ways for other people to make more money.

Conclusion: In search of democratization

Herbert Marcuse (1941/1982) criticized technological rationality for reducing the individual to a crowd and imposing a fetish of efficiency. When submitting to
ideologies of technology, individuals lose track of their own interests and accept the logic of the anonymous and uniform mass. Marcuse’s extreme pessimism was no doubt of its age; it belonged to an era when technologies were owned by the socially dominant classes, where they operated in the interests of those classes, and where the fetish of massification produced fascism. Should that critique of the crowd be applied to today’s processes of “crowdsourcing”? Has efficiency really become the sole reigning rationality?

We would hope that interactive web-based technology allows for more collective partnerships than Marcuse envisaged in 1941. We are even naïve enough to consider as valid the logics by which translators contribute to a privately owned database in order to reap the collective benefits of that database (such would be the deal currently offered by Google Translator Toolkit, for example). Far more things are happening than Marcuse had in mind. On the other hand, how successfully they are happening, and how far they can help individuals flourish, remains to be seen. There are at least signs that the technologies may be both democratized and democratizing. We are moving toward an age where everyone will be able to translate, just as everyone can sing (some better than others, some for fun, some for money, but all with the basic capacity), and some are learning to sing together, for wide audiences. The notes are not just in the right order – there are actual performances.

Our argument here is clearly not that the academy should be training researchers for industry, although we have nothing against that happening. We are far more interested in breaking the barriers between research and practice in rather more creative ways. When our classes on translation technologies become sessions where trainees actually do research on their own performances (Pym 2009), it is not hard to see how that sense of research can also enter what translators do when they test new tools, or when developers try out new ideas. In all these cases, on all those levels, individuals assume the freedom to find out what works best for them. If that can become the basic sense of research, then it might itself be the best way to make our technologies democratic.
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